
 
Aleph Jason Michael Levin 
Aspiring for the high and honorable position of your 3rd Regional Aleph Gizbor  

Qualifications 
Chapter Board 
- Aleph Gizbor, 2012-2013 
- Aleph Godol, 2013-2014  
 
Awards and Achievements 
- Cardinal Principles Award 
- Bronze Shield of David 
- Anita Pearlman StandUP Award 
 
As Aleph Gizbor 
- Founded Dub-C Dance, raised over $800 
- Donated $250 to International Service 
Fund, I$F, won Liberty the I$F Globe 
- Chapter merchandise, raised +$1000 
- Created chapter website: 1000’s of views 
 
As Aleph Godol 
- Henry Monsky Chapter of the Year  
- Planned many programs – inductions, 
game night, camping trip, and more 
- Created constant communication via bi-
weekly emails between chapter & families 
- Helped orchestrate 2nd Annual Dub-C 
Dance, raised +$1,200  
- Helped plan Chipotle fundraiser, raised 
+$500 in 2 hours 
- Donated $200 to I$F, won I$F Globe  
 
On the Side 
- Created regional website and store 
- Planned programs for RLTI 2012 and 
WOW 2013+2014 

 

Money can’t buy happiness, but it 
can pay for BBYO conventions, 
and that’s pretty damn close. 

 אצא

 
The mission 

To provide members with the financial 
help necessary to attend regional and 
international BBYO events, assuring 
that money will never be a reason to 

miss a BBYO experience 
 

HOW? 
If you always do what you always did, you 

will always get what you always got. 
-Albert Einstein 

 

 
 

 

 
Attendance 

RLTI 2012, 2013  
Tournies 2012, 2013 
IT 2012, 2013, 2014 
WOW 2012, 2013, 2014 
Spring 2012, 2013, 2014 
IC 2013, 2014 
ECK 2014 

CLTC 2 2012 
Impact Boston 2013 
Kallah 2014* 
 
 
*will be attending 

 
 
My brothers,  
 
Over the last two years, the Aleph Zadik 
Aleph has given me the best memories of my 
life and the most incredible brothers. AZA 
has given so much to me, and for the last two 
years, I have been giving back to this order 
and will for the rest of my life.  AZA has 
allowed me to find myself.  As your Regional 
Aleph Gizbor, I would focus on making sure 
that everyone is given the same opportunity 
to have these experiences – money will never 
be the reason why someone cannot attend an 
event.  If I could be the reason that someone 
has the same incredible experiences I have 
had in AZA, then I’d be a damn proud Aleph. 

 
Fraternally submitted with an undying love 

for the Grand Order of the Aleph Zadik 
Aleph, Liberty Region AZA #13, and 

Chutzpah AZA #1150, 
 

Aleph Jason Michael Levin 
 
 
 

 

• Strong,	  diverse,	  
frequent	  chapter	  
fundraisers	  

Strong	  
Chapter	  

• Innovative,	  
creative	  regional	  
fundraising	  	  

Strong	  Region	  

• Assure	  money	  is	  
not	  a	  barrier	  

Happy	  Region	  



 

     
 

Each chapter is unique and thus 
should be treated that way 

My goal is to have each chapter, no matter the size, be 
financially secure 

 

 
They Always say time changes 

things, but you have to change 
them yourself 
- Andy Warhol  

 

 

The benefits 
 
The more money we have, the more 

money we have for regional 
scholarships thus the more Alephs 

who can go to conventions and 
summer programs 

 

 MORE OPPORTUNITIES 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 

Counterparts The Chapter 
Formation of a strong Gizborim Team 

1. Pride: Gizborim should be proud of their job; 
they are allowing their brothers to come to 
conventions 
2. Cooperation: Cooperation between Liberty 
Region Gizborim will be key to success.  Sure, 
there may be a bit of competition, but with the same 
unified goal: raising as much money as possible 
3. Communication:  Weekly calls and emails, 
monthly face-to-face meetings, and the Gizborim 
Beach House Retreat 
 

 

Success in the chapter is essential to 
success in the region 

Goal: To be able to create chapter 
scholarships, subsidize bussing, better 
programming, donate to I$F, and StandUP 
How: Unique, well-planned fundraisers at 
least once a month per chapter 

 

The Region 
Goal: To create regional 
scholarships, better 
programs, win the I$F Globe, 
and donate to StandUP  
How: Creative fundraisers 
at each convention, IC, and 
ECK + Usage of the online 
store and physical market led 
by Gizborim 

 

Specific Ideas 
Chapter Regional 

Garage Sale 
Movie Night 

Restaurant Helpers 
Bake Sale 

 

BBYO Prom 
JCC Tournaments 

Assassin 
IC Valentine’s Day 

 

 

Strong	  Counterpart	  
Relationships	   Strong	  Chapters	   Strong	  Region	  


